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French 
powerpoint



• https://sd43bcca-
my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/pers
onal/127-
czhang1_sd43_bc_ca/Eeis-
hlkXvtMiE_LBX7uMP0BqTzIpiy
U_V4xsM0SDzDvoA?email=cat
hyzhang060707%40gmail.com
&e=I8NjkQ

Link to 
powerpoint



Creative thinking & communication

• In this digiatal project, we have to make a powerpoint based on our partner's hobbies and little 
facts about them. During the process of making the powerpoint, had lots of creative thinking. We 
made up stories for partners based on vocabulary we learnt in frech class. I really enjoy making up 
the whole story line and trying new photo edit skills. I learnt more about powerpoint and can save 
moretime next time. After finishing the project, we had to to a presentation with Q&A form. 
While practing the presentation, I'm getting more confident and comfrotable about public 
speaking. I also found that cummunicating while



Culture 
dumpling 

making video



Full video
https://youtu.be/9UOy4OHmgIc



Positive Personal and Cultural Identity

• In this digital project . I filmed a video of traditional Chinese food 
dumpling making video. I show step by step on how to make
dumpings. I learnt lots of video editing skills and how to shot and let 
the camera to get focus on main ingredients. I planned the whole step 
before cooking, and that really improved my planning skill. Planning 
ahead makes the process way easier. I shared my cultural identity by 
using a video and taught and shared by video to people who want to 
know about my culture.



Safe and 
sound Mv 
film



Safe and sound Mv full video link
https://youtu.be/anPwX2kJdEQhttps. 

https://youtu.be/anPwX2kJdEQhttps


Creative and critical and communication

• In the digital project, we had to make a music video on one song we 
all liked and refilm it. We planned out the scenes together with a time 
line and a theme. We all tried to be creative on the transition the 
picture image. Behind the film, we had troubles on the parts we take 
responsibility for, so we took some time to have a little meeting to 
communicate about the situation. We all enjoyed it , and learnt 
plenty new skills to make a music video come to life.


